
Australian-owned data consultancy, specialising in Data, Advanced Analytics & 
Intelligent Automation offerings, underpinned by world-leading cloud technology. 

Modern service offering, Agile delivery model

First APAC region partner of Generative AI Enterprise Search Platform Glean.com

Customer centric engagement & pragmatic partnership approach

Culture first & Consultant driven approach

Proudly Australian owned & operated

Market leading data partner eco-system

Accelerating Australia’s most exciting organisations’ Data, Analytics, Cloud & Intelligent
Automation initiatives. 

INTELLIGENT  AUTOMATION
Automation Strategy
Predictive Analytics 

AI & ML
AI – Enterprise Platforms

Generative AI
Customer Engagement Automation &

Chatbots 

DATA  ANALYTICS
 Architecture & Security
Engineering & Ingestion 

Integration & API
Development

Visualisation & Dashboards
Advanced Analytics 

CLOUD
Architecture & Design 

Data & Application Migration
Security & Identity Management 

Infrastructure Automation &
DevOps

Cloud Foundations Establishment
Cloud Data Warehousing

we are

intelia.ai



Increasing workplace complexity and SaaS sprawl have resulted
in workers losing 20% of each day searching for information.
New technologies like generative Al offer to solve the problem,
but general purpose Al offerings don't provide the accuracy,
security, and data governance critical for use in enterprise
environments.

Glean is the workplace search and generative Al assistant that
uses its deep understanding of all your company's content,
employees, and activity to help workers find exactly what they
need — across all applications, in every situation. With
enterprise-grade permissions, data governance, and reference
ability, Glean is the generative Al solution you can trust.

Deeply relevant and
personalised search results.
Knowledge graph that
understands all your content,
people, and activity.
Unified, org-wide solution that
works across all applications,
sources and files

Experience Glean Chat - the
world's first enterprise-ready,
generative Al solution.
Generate actionable insights,
new content, and precise
answers for everyday work.
Retrieval Augmented
Generation ensures responses
are grounded in Glean's best-
in-class search results.

Single tenant architecture and
permissioned indexing ensure
airtight security.
 All results from Glean are
referenceable and provide
citations.
 Setup is quick. No need to
build your own data retrieval
infrastructure. Works with your
LLMs of choice.

AI-powered workplace search.
Across all your company’s apps.

glean.com


